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About This Game

World of War : Battlegrounds is a low poly shooter multiplayer game. Make alliances to conquer the enemies easier or try to
win the battle alone. You can try to stand in this war without any consequences. Be brave and wise to win the battle.You have
nothing else to do, just choose a character and gun as well, join a random team or create a room to fight together with your
friends! Enjoy the real ballistic, perfect shooting feeling and the teamwork with friends. This game bring you an exciting

competitive experience. A variety of real guns, firearms real ballistic simulation, a lot of accessories give for players a hearty
combat shooting experience!

The features include:

• Multiplayer mode

• 4 types of weapons:
• 1 types of Heavy Machine Guns

• 1 types of Rifles
• 1 types of Pistols

• 3 types of SubMachine Guns

....and come on fantastic updates

Coming soon:
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- American + German + Russian Tanks
- German Staff Car

- American + German military jeeps
- 9 Damaged Vehicles

- American + German + British Fighter Planes
- American + German Bombers

- Battleship
- Cruiser ship
- Submarine

- Landing Craft
- V2 rocket

- Barrage Balloon
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Title: World of War : Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Publisher:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018
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Gorgeous pixel art and tight controls.

Felt compelled to write a review based on the negative reviews on the store, I am baffled. I truely believe all the negativity
comes from people finding the game too hard. This game has infinite continues and a unique respawn mechanic taking the place
of finite lives. It is not hard.

It is no harder than They Bleed Pixels, Rex Rocket or Shovel Knight. Its about as hard as the later MegaMan games, maybe.

I cool little gem of a game well worth the asking price that deserves more love.. The game is alright, and i do recommend, But
THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. For an older gme, this one has definitely aged well.. If you like deep space trading games like the original
Elite, this one is for you. And if you ever played "Sundog: Frozen Legacy", you MUST have this!. idk, it's just so simple
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A true masterpeice in this modern era of video games.. has that hotline miami charm but with its own unique twist =). Broken
garbage with an even more broken EULA, DO NOT BUY.. So much better than heat 2. I've only been in the dirt series but I
cannot stop playing. Its alot of fun, and physics and graphics are nice. Engine sounds are better as well. Maybe by heat 4 the
engines will sound real:) I really enjoy this game.. 10/10, I got the game expecting not much more than Atari's Asteroids just
trying to waste $5 I had, this game delivers amazingly!
The effects are very nice as well and I personally think add to the "consolelike" experience.
Recommend to anyone with less than $3 they don't want to just waste on market place items. Please check out the full review of
Totally Accurate Battle Simulator as well as my other written content at AndrewsBase: http://andrewsbase.com/2019/04/19/a-
first-look-at-totally-accurate-battle-simulator/
Have you ever read Sun Tzu's The Art of War and wanted to implement your very own tactical masterclass in a bid to outwit
and humiliate your opponents by your sheer military prowess? Well, you can't do that here.

What you can do is plop down two wooly mammoths and have them fight to the death across an ancient medieval battleground
versus 500 farmers. If that sounds intriguing, Landfall's Totally Accurate Battle Simulator might be for you.

Landfall, the development studio behind the chaotic physics platformer Clustertruck, Stick Fight: The Game and the skill based
party game Square Brawl have released arguably their most sought-after title yet. Totally Accurate Battle Simulator has been in
a playable and testing state from 2016 and has only recently released on Steam under the Early Access banner where it has taken
the top-selling charts by storm.

In a game that prides itself on silly physics fun there is a surprising amount of depth and interesting mechanics to keep Totally
Accurate Battle Simulator fun and engaging for several hours.

Featuring a single player campaign that spans several historical era's including Medieval and Viking, you will be launched head
first in to an array of interesting and funny battle scenarios. Picture the scene: 75 halflings stand angrily on the opposite side of a
miniscule brick bridge and it is your job to conquer the land for your own. Using your limited resources, as each level imposes a
monetary spending limit to provide a challenge, how will you overcome this fearsome foe? Maybe you will create a halfling
army of your own, perhaps you will take advantage of the king who is shadowed by a militarised set of priests with the sole
purpose of healing him or maybe you will opt for the scarecrow that launches birds in a fit of rage at the unsuspecting enemies.
Whatever you chose; overcome, divide and conquer!

Fear not, this package wouldn't be complete without a sandbox mode - I took advantage of the currently limited campaign,
which will feature new maps, units and levels in the future, to learn the ropes and grasp the extreme nuances of Totally Accurate
Battle Simulator. I have never been one for silly physics-based games like Goat Simulator, but as someone who enjoys strategy
titles and watching a cavalcade of spaghetti-legged NPC's mindlessly beat the life out of each other while screaming incoherent,
but admittedly hilarious noises from every orifice - I had a unaldulterated amount of fun setting up impossible scenarios and
witnessing how they played out.

Using the limited amount of units currently available, although Landfall has stated more are in the works and will be released
for free in future updates, as well as introducing a unit creator - which I am way to excited for, I played around in the sandbox
mode for more time than I would have liked to admit. Placing 400 clubbers on either side of the battlefield and hitting the start
button to watch my CPU chug in a glorious physics mesh of googly-eyed combatants is unlike anything I have witnessed in
gaming. Pitting Zeus and his ranged lightning bolts against a mammoth or snake archers and just sitting back and witnessing the
utter mess I had created emitted a childlike sense of fun that I have not had the joy of feeling for years. As a kid did you ever
have wrestling figures or toys and make up scenarios or use your incredible imagination to design a over-the-top battle in your
mind, using real world objects around you like otherworldly objects? This is my experience in Totally Accurate Battle
Simulator.

The camera controls are a little wonky at the moment and can be hard to control but this is something that will more than likely
be refined during the Early Access period. However, there is a slow motion mode out of the gate and it is nothing short of
stupendous - watching a wheelbarrow unit rush around the battlefield attempting to crush the heinous blue team or bodies flying,
legs akimbo after being graciously smacked in the face by a catapult in slow motion had me in real fits of laughter like no other
game has evoked in me.

I had one instance where the battle appeared to be over but I could hear muffled screeches to the tune of HURRDADURR and
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after further investigation discovered one of wheelbarrow units was buried under a pile of one hunrderd plus corpses, writhing
around attempting to brainlessly escape being buried alive like some sort of over-the-top wrestling match in a bid to throw
tomatoes at his enemies.

I have been thoroughly enjoying my time with Totally Accurate Battle Simulator and it's stupidly chaotic physics based fun and
nonsensical battle cries kept me entertained for hours. I am extremely excited to dive in to the unit creator when it launches,
which I hope comes complete with Steam Workshop integration to allow for a supermarket of unlimited units to subscribe to. It
would also be great to see more detailed maps rather than the many open battlefields that are in the current build; lets see some
indoor, close quarters combat or huge, sprawling Total War like maps.. Kakaya-ta chren'. Carroburg greatswords...thats all you
need to know look them up and then come back to buy this skin. really good game could do with more guns ect
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